Lastingham, all three of them seventh-century foundations, is that, while the *Pearctaneu ham* continued to be called Partney,³⁹ the *Hagustaldeseg ham* and the *Lastingæu ham* became respectively *Hagustaldeham* and *Lastingeham*, today's Lastingham and Hexham.

³⁹As, *mutatis mutandis*, did Bardney, Chertsey and Selsey.
than unpleasantly hard) stone underfoot, examined with some striking pairs of slides of normal and flooded conditions for meres and difficult river-crossings, and argued for the presence at places called *dragun* of ox-teams available for the specific purpose of dragging mired carts to firm ground. Dr George Redmonds (Huddersfield) revealed that Lancashire surnames in Yorkshire were ‘A genealogist’s nightmare’: being not quite local they were often very much distorted, and early modern families in these parts often operated with two or three surnames simultaneously anyway, so that even when a place-name is clear in form it can be quite misleading in content. Dr Oliver Padel (Truro) spoke on ‘Surnames in Wales in the fourteenth century’. The Welsh did intriguing things with English name-elements, e.g. Hopkin should be a diminutive of Robert, but in the common genealogical form of Welsh personal names it nearly always applies to fathers, hardly ever to sons, in the material examined.

There were reports on current place-name work in England (Carole Hough and John Field), Scotland (Ian Fraser), Wales (Gwynedd Pierce), Ireland (Donall Mac Giolla Evaip), Northern Ireland (Kay Muhr). Something was currently happening in the Isle of Man (Gillian Fellows-Jensen), not much just now in Cornwall (Oliver Padel). It seemed that Belfast is the leader in computerizing place-name surveys, though things are also happening in Ireland, Wales and England. The Belfast system uses personal computers, the Nottingham one a mainframe, so that they are not immediately compatible. The point was made strongly in the general discussion on Sunday evening that the level at which compatibility is necessary is in the format for exchange of information. The representatives of the various place-name surveys agreed to continue consultations about this. Personal names evidenced on coins too are being turned into a database (Veronica Smart). The other main topic in the general discussion was the effect of proposed local government changes on county archives. There is some danger of many being split up; it was generally felt that for various reasons that would be a disaster. At the A.G.M. the process of winding up the old Council for Name Studies, the Society’s predecessor, was completed; integration of the new Society’s membership-list with that of subscribers to *Nomina* is in hand. Tribute was paid to the memory of Bedwyr Lewis Jones, vice-president of the Society, who died suddenly during the year.

On the Sunday Dr William Richardson (Flinders, South Australia) moved up the coast from his previous piece on the Wolf Rock (in *Journal of the English Place-Name Society*, 24) to trace the history of names for groups of rocks near islands of Pembrokeshire, ‘The Smalls, Hats and Barrels’. Misreading of charts in foreign languages and popular etymologizing of names so misread emerged as more important sources of early modern mariners’ names than local tradition or than primarily oral tradition in any language. Victor Watts (Durham) spoke on ‘The place-name Hexham: a mainly philological approach’, perversely finding most attraction in theories he thought probably weren’t true. Simon Taylor (Edinburgh) spoke on the onomastic evidence for the sequence(s) of languages in medieval Fife. His title, ‘Babbut and Bridin Puddin’, might at first have seemed to allude to the range and quality of food at Alston Hall, but Babbut was a place and Bridin Puddin a man. Teeth and things they can attack recurred in some epithets of people, and when to general mirth one documentary source was renamed ‘the Pit–Bal Terrier’. Apart from circumambulating Pendle the afternoon excursion visited Whalley, both the abbey ruins and the churchyard, where Dr A. G. James (Wigan) demonstrated figures that were and were not there on three tall stone crosses, and compared various authorities’ extravagant renderings of them. The sun had come out by then, not however from the ideal direction for art history. English place-name specialists were moderately happy about the rounded hill (*brae*, cf. Old Norse *braið*) of Whalley, but there was animated discussion about the *boh* of Clitheroe.

P.R.K.